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FROM THE SECRET MUSEUM TO TIMES SQ

Pornography has become an increasingly prominent part of 
social and cultural life

THE PORNIFICATION OF THE WORLD



  

AND FROM CENSURE…

“Prolonged consumption of pornography distorts perceptions of 
sexuality [and] breeds discontent with the physical appearance and 
the sexual performance of intimate partners”.

Zillmann (1986:26–7)

“exposure to [porn] was related to greater dissatisfaction with their 
body […] sexually explicit material should be added to our thinking 
about media images as a source of […] body dissatisfaction”.

Peter & Walkenburg (2014:303)

ACADEMIC VIEWS OF PORN



  

…TO CELEBRATION…

“Pornography is valuable. It sends out messages of comfort and 
rebellion. It says: Lust is not evil. The body is not hateful. Physical 
pleasure is a joyful thing and should not be hidden or denied.”

Califia (2000:52)

“One of the most common informal sources of sexual information 
was pornography in its various forms. Pornography was usually 
described as one of the only resources available.”

Kubicek et al. (2010:250)
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…BUT WHAT ABOUT TRANS BODIES?

“The transsexual and other transgendered people have played an 
important part in how we think about gender and its relation to 
sexuality […] Transsexual porn […] disrupts the link between 
sexual object-choice and sexual orientation or identity”

Escoffier (2011:279)

“The words we use to talk about sex have a great deal to do with 
how we think about gender […] The ‘femaleness’ or ‘maleness’ of 
a body part is not natural but imbued with meaning by the 
discourse of social actors.”

Zimman (2014:15–17)

ACADEMIC VIEWS OF PORN



  

LABELS AND CATEGORIES

How are the complexities of gender and sexual nonconformance 
addressed in references to transgressive bodies?

DESIRABLE TRANS BODIES

How do descriptions of the trans body in porn construe it as an 
object of erotic desire?

QUEERING GENITALIA

How does erotic language challenge or refashion the established 
links between gender and genital anatomy?

THREE QUESTIONS ABOUT TRANS BODIES IN PORN



  

LABELS AND CATEGORIES

Lexical approach: distributional 
comparison of referential forms

LABELS AND CATEGORIES

 Literotica

transexual* 7.45

shemale* 7.17

trann* 5.40

transvestite* 4.58

cross-dress* 3.40

transgender* 2.57

trans 0.80

[Normalised frequency per 100'000 words]



  

LABELS AND CATEGORIES

Lexical approach: distributional 
comparison of referential forms

Sharp difference with guidelines 
for egalitarian language

Quite expectable given genre 
norms: characters in narrative 
are referred to in a variety of 
nominal and pronominal ways

LABELS AND CATEGORIES

 Literotica Zottola (2018)

transexual* 7.45   31.53

shemale* 7.17     0.45

trann* 5.40     3.04

transvestite* 4.58   21.85

cross-dress* 3.40     4.72

transgender* 2.57 160.91

trans 0.80   43.61

[Normalised frequency per 100'000 words]



  

WIDE ARRAY OF FORMS

Overlexicalisation of gender-
nonconforming roles

Lexicon biased towards 
performances of femininity

“Derogatory” terms might 
represent slurs, reclaimed slurs, 
or even erotic name-calling

Creative blends and coinages are 
commonplace in porn (Marko 
2008) but also in insider talk in 
trans communities (Zimman 
2014)
LABELS AND CATEGORIES

Standard gendered terms: boi(s|z), boy(s), girl(s), girlie(s), 
grrl(s), gurl(s), gurlie(s), lady(s), man, men, woman, 
women

Trans* terms: tgirl(s), tgrrl(s), tgurl(s), trans, transbian(s), 
transexual(s), transfem(s), transfemme(s), 
transgenderist(s), transgirl(s), transman, transmen, 
transperson(s), transsexual(s), transwoman, transwomen

Shemale(s)

Tranny, trannie(s)

Transvestite(s)

Crossdresser(s), cross-dresser(s)

Sissy terms: sisseee(s), sissie(s), sissy(s), sissyboy(s), 
sissygirl(s), sissywife

Gender blends: boigirl(s), boygirl(s), femboi(s), girlboy(s), 
girlieboy(s), girlyboy(s), girlyman, girlymen, ladyboi(s), 
ladyboy(s), mangirl(s), manwoman, manwomen

Genital references: cockgirl(s), cuntboi(s), dickgirl(s), 
pussyboi(s), twatboi(s), twatgirl(s)



  

CONCEPTUALISING CHALLENGES TO THE GENDER BINARY

gender performance vs identity vs sexual orientation vs…

“[The emergence of trans identities] required sorting through both 
medical and quotidian conceptions of “biological sex”, the sexual 
self and gender. Some MTF transsexuals engaged in same-sex 
sexual activity before their surgical transition. In addition, the gay 
male community had a long tradition of cross-dressing men, some 
of whom were effeminate in identification and behavior, who 
worked as performers (female impersonators) or prostitutes. There 
were also many heterosexual men who chose to cross-dress as an 
erotic fetish.”

Escoffier (2011:270)

LABELS AND CATEGORIES



  

CONCEPTUALISING CHALLENGES TO THE GENDER BINARY

gender performance vs identity vs sexual orientation vs…

Diversity of labels reflects the conflation of these diverse categories 

The folk genre taxonomy does not clearly distinguish stories about 
crossdressing from those about (consensual or nonconsensual) 
feminisation from those involving trans characters

Self-definitions as ‘trans*’ are rare — though of course the 
narrative focus is not on identity but sexual activity

LABELS AND CATEGORIES



  

EROTIC REPRESENTATIONS OF THE BODY

Trans bodies always already sexualised (Steinbock 2017:30)

Porn heavily focused on carnality: body part references far more 
frequent than in other fiction

Doesn't necessarily entail fragmentation or depersonalisation: 
body part references add to but not replace attention to the 
subjects' individuality

DESIRABLE TRANS BODIES



  

ALWAYS ALREADY GENDER

Emphasis not primarily on the 
body but on technologies for 
gendering it: apparel, makeup

Over half of key terms

Expressed in materials (satin, 
lace, nylon) and garments (heels, 
stockings, corsets)

Prototypical, normative femininity

DESIRABLE TRANS BODIES

sissy 3700.890 shemale 954.884
cock 3565.076 gay 930.804
mistress 3459.012 transsexual 920.420
heels 3068.424 clothes 920.217
panties 2967.145 girly 906.332
dress 2762.146 pantyhose 878.742
feminine 2626.101 ass 869.739
stockings 2624.790 shoes 866.578
makeup 2162.457 arse 829.722
dressed 1860.955 nylon 810.141
wig 1702.820 dick 756.516
satin 1503.141 bitch 738.282
lingerie 1467.156 wearing 722.825
girl 1313.093 outfit 719.305
lipstick 1287.246 sexy 717.496
lace 1249.281 garter 676.917
wear 1180.766 tranny 676.770
corset 1152.698 clitty 669.652
mirror 1104.306 stocking 651.441
dressing 1019.037 cum 646.852
skirt 1015.965 lube 641.580
pair 1009.164 matching 587.234
maid 964.492 nails 578.860



  

VERY, VERY PHALLIC WOMEN

Emphasis on femininity, but at 
the same time physical focus on 
cock

Perhaps the “impossible fantasy 
of sexual totality” (Phillips 
2005:267)?

DESIRABLE TRANS BODIES

sissy 3700.890 shemale 954.884
cock 3565.076 gay 930.804
mistress 3459.012 transsexual 920.420
heels 3068.424 clothes 920.217
panties 2967.145 girly 906.332
dress 2762.146 pantyhose 878.742
feminine 2626.101 ass 869.739
stockings 2624.790 shoes 866.578
makeup 2162.457 arse 829.722
dressed 1860.955 nylon 810.141
wig 1702.820 dick 756.516
satin 1503.141 bitch 738.282
lingerie 1467.156 wearing 722.825
girl 1313.093 outfit 719.305
lipstick 1287.246 sexy 717.496
lace 1249.281 garter 676.917
wear 1180.766 tranny 676.770
corset 1152.698 clitty 669.652
mirror 1104.306 stocking 651.441
dressing 1019.037 cum 646.852
skirt 1015.965 lube 641.580
pair 1009.164 matching 587.234
maid 964.492 nails 578.860



  

BUT WHOSE DESIRE?

Affinities with narratives about 
BDSM and fetishism through 
elements of force/coercion

DESIRABLE TRANS BODIES

sissy 3700.890 shemale 954.884
cock 3565.076 gay 930.804
mistress 3459.012 transsexual 920.420
heels 3068.424 clothes 920.217
panties 2967.145 girly 906.332
dress 2762.146 pantyhose 878.742
feminine 2626.101 ass 869.739
stockings 2624.790 shoes 866.578
makeup 2162.457 arse 829.722
dressed 1860.955 nylon 810.141
wig 1702.820 dick 756.516
satin 1503.141 bitch 738.282
lingerie 1467.156 wearing 722.825
girl 1313.093 outfit 719.305
lipstick 1287.246 sexy 717.496
lace 1249.281 garter 676.917
wear 1180.766 tranny 676.770
corset 1152.698 clitty 669.652
mirror 1104.306 stocking 651.441
dressing 1019.037 cum 646.852
skirt 1015.965 lube 641.580
pair 1009.164 matching 587.234
maid 964.492 nails 578.860



  DESIRABLE TRANS BODIES

COCKS ARE…
f MI collocate
275 7.06411 softening
405 7.01852 hardening
131 7.00002 uncut
264 6.99945 sprang
356 6.97398 twitched
172 6.96916 stiffening
355 6.84946 twitch
348 6.82458 flaccid
228 6.81991 throbbed
1386 6.77554 throbbing
248 6.76445 throb
110 6.74796 sprung
261 6.64845 twitching
636 6.64516 semi

… no different than in straight porn!

CLITTIES ARE…
f MI collocate
79 11.41694 boi
20 11.03938 caged
43 8.84618 stick
18 8.67635 cage
27 8.43123 tucked
24 7.14927 throbbing
20 7.14477 rub
28 7.05555 erect
19 6.61783 tiny
16 6.48453 rock
19 6.42523 stroke
213 6.31016 little
157 6.24968 hard
30 6.17862 sissy

…linked to humiliation and bondage



  

EROTICISING THE TRANS BODY

jouissance of the body or power play?

Frequent depiction of gender-nonconforming characters as 
“cardboard cut-outs with improbable anatomy who will fuck and be 
fucked by anyone, anything, anytime, in any way” (Blank & Kaldera, 
2002:7) — the paradigmatic “sexual heroine”

But also narrative tropes about hypersexual desire as externally 
triggered or imposed — the journey of discover of carnal desires

DESIRABLE TRANS BODIES



  

FRAGMENTATION

‘Fleshiness’ a major theme, but subjectivity not absent

Need for more and more detailed benchmarks for comparison
> Is the focus on body parts a useful criterion for distinguishing 

porn from erotica?

GENDERED BODIES

Marked emphasis on the female body, its appearance and upkeep

Binarism — female:male :: small:big :: emotion:action
> How monolithic are these patterns? Mainstream vs alternative 

pornographies: BDSM, LGBTQ, poly/swing/cuckold, etc.

CONCLUSIONS AND WAYS FORWARD
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